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Text adds design to a pattern with pe
To you pattern embroiders a name or text to add follow the instructions.
1. you obtain pattern layout and editing and press then on the bud A

and molar once again A
2. Click vervolgens on somewhere on the pattern a window goes open in this window you can
The text to type which you want and very if you are ready on okay
3 Very now on the dart and click on the text appears there a framework for the text.
4 Now you can the text to treads in the upper beam large and type character type

As you on the dart near mickey can you click character type change.
As you on the dart near 10.0mm clicks you can change large.
As you on the dart near satin tick can you click the twinge change.
As you on the wooden door-latch garen can you click the colour of the text change.
5. By will stand on the text and linker mouse button pressed can you keep
Text at the good place slide in the design
6. Click on the rondje symbol under A sign and makes and circle in the pattern
In large that you think that well is use.
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Now you must the rondje to clicks so that there square for gone comes like here above

Click now on the button
way

and on

for the wooden door-latch garen and the circle sits now this

8 Keep ctrl test pressed and click also on character now stands for both square.
9 Click in the upper beam on text and molar institution puts text on line

10 There a new window and click appear on okay (or change the institutions try it from)

11. You now see that the text walks around and to move is this can you also with other forms do
e.g. ellipse, vierkant etc. etc.

